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• The main goal of insurance supervision is “to
maintain efficient, fair, safe and stable insurance
markets for the benefit and protection of
policyholders”.(IAIS core principles)

• Insurance companies are inspected by the
regulatory authorities to ensure sound and proper
operations of insurance companies and to protect
policyholders. (Insurance Business Law, Article
129)
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1. Self-discipline and self-responsibility of
insurance companies

2. Role of external auditors and market
discipline

3. Role of FSA’s inspection
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• Management of insurance companies has
primary responsibility for ensuring
soundness and appropriateness of their
business.

• For that purpose, management of insurance
companies should establish effective
internal control structure.
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• Management of insurance companies
should demonstrate to FSA that effective
internal control is in place.

• Internal audit function should appraise and
ensure effectiveness of internal control
structure.
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• The internal audit function is responsible
for examining and assessing internal
controls by insurance companies to ensure
their adequacy and effectiveness.

• Internal audit function of insurance
companies must be independent of the
activities that are subject to audit
(“auditee”).
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• Independence of internal audit function
entails objectivity and impartiality.

• Internal audit function should avoid any
conflict of interest:

    -- involvement in operations of the
insurance company

    -- double hatting of other business of the
insurance company
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• Every activity and every entity of the
insurance company should fall within the
scope of internal audit, that includes:

    -- branches (domestic, abroad)

    -- head office departments

    -- subsidiaries (domestic, abroad)

    -- activities that are outsourced to third
parties.
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• The auditees (business lines) should take
actions to rectify the issues and deficiencies
noted by internal audit.  (Corrective actions
are not the responsibilities of internal audit.)

• Such issues and deficiencies should be
followed up by internal audit functions.
Depending on the materiality and priority of
the issues, the follow-up procedures should
be established.
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• Internal audit department should report on
regular basis (for example, quarterly or
biannually) the outstanding issues to senior
management and the board of directors.
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• External audit function complements the
internal audit function of insurance
companies and enhances internal controls,
and contributes to safety and soundness of
the insurance company.

• Findings by external auditors should be
rectified under the responsibility of the
management.
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• The insurance companies’ financial
statements, business policies, and other
relevant information must be widely
disclosed.

• Through disclosure of information on
insurance business, market discipline put
pressures on insurance companies.
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• On the basis of internal controls by
insurance companies and review by external
auditors, FSA conducts on-site inspection to
review soundness and appropriateness of
insurance business with particular focus on :

   -- effectiveness of internal control including
compliance control

   -- risk management mechanism by insurance
companies
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• Therefore, FSA’s inspection supplements to
internal controls by insurance companies
and review by external auditors.

• FSA’s inspection adapts risk-based
approach. FSA appraises internal control
mechanism for various risks, fully
recognizing that risk control mechanism
could be different from insurance
companies to companies, depending on the
size, nature of business, and its risk.
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• Underwriting risk

• Investment risk : market risk, credit risk,
etc.

• Liquidity risk

• Operational risk (errors in day-to-day
business, fraud, etc.)

• System risk

• Reputation risk (rumors, press reports,
speculation,etc.)
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• Legal risk (violation of laws and regulations,
litigation, liabilities, etc.)

• Other risks
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• As licensed institutions for serving public
interests, insurance companies are required
to establish higher degree of compliance
with laws and regulations than other
corporate.

• Compliance is essential to ensure safety and
soundness of insurance companies,
particularly, credibility and good reputation.

• In FSA’s inspection manual, compliance is
independent pillar for inspection.
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• How to appraise effectiveness of internal
controls and compliance control by
insurance companies ?

   Framework and process of control:

       policy, procedure, manual, organization,

       staffing, etc.

   Implementation of the framework
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  Results and performance of the

      implementation: losses, increase in risks,

      frauds, damages, etc.

• Management of insurance companies
should recognize where risks are in their
business and establish effective internal
control to mitigate such risks.(“Top-down
approach”)
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• Inspectors review:

   --whether top management understands the
existence and nature of risks ?

   --whether top management allocates
necessary resources to mitigate such risks ?

   --whether top management puts effective
internal controls in place ?
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   --whether top management monitors
effectiveness of internal controls by internal
auditing function and other tools ?

   --whether top management takes appropriate
actions to correct any weakness and
deficiency in internal control ?
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• Off-site monitoring of insurance companies
by supervisors is also indispensable.

• Information obtained through off-site
monitoring is useful for conducting
effective and efficient on-site inspection.

• Feedback from the results of on-site
inspection is also useful for off-site
monitoring.

• Effective interaction between on-site
inspection and off-site monitoring is
required.


